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Functionality that Extends Beyond the Boundaries  
of Your AV Systems 
Today, the AV/IT market demands a solution that integrates the varied external 
systems and software packages organizations rely upon to manage their 
facilities and schedule their assets. As technology evolves, expectations rise. 
It’s not enough to simply provide a user with basic functionality using typical 
features and still call that a custom integrated system.

With mobile devices, computers, and off-the-shelf consumer products 
providing a simple, powerful, and more effective user experience, we recognize 
the opportunity to further develop solutions to meet our client’s needs.

Addressing Evolving Client Needs
As part of this, we design and develop custom software solutions for 
technology managers, consultants, manufacturers and integrators, that help 
bring disparate systems together, provide front-end applications for devices, 
implement enhanced functionality or usability, extract information from other 
software and databases, and provide more automation. 

We help our clients address their needs, and maximize their AV system 
usability and experience. And through this we help them save time and money. 
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Our customized solutions include:
• Corporate directory integration

•   Third party application integration

•  Search-by-name dialing interfaces

•  Scheduling software integration

•  Customized frontend for Crestron Fusion and AMX RMS

•  Building management system integration

•  Custom applications for specific device or functionality needs

We support all major AV/IT platforms for superior control and experience, 
including:
•   AMX  •  Crestron  •  Windows  •  Mac

•  Web  •  iOS    •  Android 

We work with all major programming languages: 
•   C#   •  C++   •  Java   •  Javascript

•   HTML5  •  Python   • Others 

Our deep experience as an independent control programming company coupled 
with a reputation as an industry thought leader, inherently positions us to expand 
our capabilities and offer custom development solutions and other consulting 
services to our clients.

We understand the challenges our clients face, what they need, and where they 
can go to unlock the power and break the boundaries of their AV system.

Please contact us at projects@controlconcepts.net to learn more about how 
we can work with you to develop customized solutions that address your 
organization’s systems needs and enhance ROI.
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